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As search consultants, we get to work with many exceptionally good people dedicated to leading schools for 
all the right reasons.  Together, in Phase I of the Southern Teachers Leadership Study, we discovered the 
impressive diversity of personalities among successful independent school heads and key administrators. The 
data provided several themes that can inform and enhance school leaders’ work, particularly with their boards.  
Most of all, it verified that effective leadership comes in many shapes and styles. 

Phase I used the Hogan Personality Inventory to examine such “day-to-day” traits and behaviors as emotional 
stability, ambition, and conscientiousness.  Phase II looks at what Hogan calls the “dark side” of personality.  
The Hogan Development Survey (HDS) provides insight into what people do when they are under stress or feel 
a loss of control.  It describes our “derailers.”  Phase I looked at how heads of schools find success.  Phase II 
considers what might get in their way. 

When we wrote to heads of schools in March 2021, we acknowledged that our study’s timing was apt.  Leading a 
school can be stressful in even the best of times.  Occasionally feeling a lack of control comes with the job.  The 
pandemic has brought so much more.  

Here are some general conclusions Hogan has drawn regarding the HDS:

     • Derailing behaviors may be different from, though likely related to, day-to-day behaviors.
     • These behaviors can appear when we are not actively managing our public image, including situations of 
        high stress, task saturation, poor person-job fitness, and even when we are simply “too comfortable.”
     • Most people have predictable patterns of derailing behaviors.
     • Derailing behaviors damage our relationships and reputations even if they occur rarely.   
     • Understanding one’s stress behaviors is part of strategic self-awareness that separates effective leaders
        from others.

Geert Hofstede is a Dutch psychologist who did pioneering research on cross-cultural groups and organizations 
with IBM and later through his own research organization.  He used three metaphors to explain his findings: 
the garden, the bouquet, and the flower.  Similarly, we will examine, first, the entire HDS data set, then data 
segmented by demographic groups, and finally individual participant interviews.  Important insights are 
revealed at all three levels.  
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“Management failure is not a function of lacking some general feature of 
leadership such as social skill.  Rather, failure seems to be associated with 

having something in addition that actively contributes to the person’s failure.” 
 

Dr. Robert Hogan, Personality and the Fate of Organizations

https://southernteachers.com/leadership-study-phase-1
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ABOUT THE ASSESSMENTS  

The HDS includes eleven primary scales categorized into three groups based on how people react to a loss of 
control.

1. Moving Away Cluster - The first cluster includes five HDS scales describing responses that entail moving 
away from people and insecurities by intimidating or avoiding others.

Excitable – Some people are calm and level-headed under stress. “Excitable” people aren’t. Prone to 
emotional swings, they typically react to stress with 
     • volatile emotions that are difficult to soothe 
     • disappointment with people and projects 
     • seeming directionless and regretting past decisions 

Skeptical – While most people would say that the workplace requires a raised eyebrow here and there, 
“Skeptical” people believe their coworkers will cheat, lie, and steal at the first opportunity. They react to 
stress with 
     • cynicism 
     • mistrust of people and organizations 
     • unwillingness to forgive offenses 

Cautious – These folks do more than look before they leap. “Cautious” people cling to rules and protocol and 
react to stress or ambiguity by 
     • avoiding people or situations outside their comfort zone 
     • not making decisions so they can escape criticism 
     • letting themselves get pushed around 

Reserved people cross the line from self-reliance and become reclusive, uncommunicative, and aloof.  Under 
pressure, they 
     • become introverted and drop off the radar 
     • act unsociably and limit close relationships 
     • display indifference to others’ feelings 

Leisurely people can smile even when they’re privately angry or annoyed.  Chances are, you will learn about 
their real feelings only from someone else. They react to stress by
     • passive-aggressively subverting requests 
     • feeling underappreciated 
     • getting privately irritated by interruptions, requests, or suggestions

2. Moving Against Cluster - The second cluster of scales provides insight about people who respond to stress 
by moving against others, managing self-doubt by manipulation and charm. This behavior is characterized by 
four HDS scales:

Bold people spend most of their time making sure everyone knows who they are. They tend to handle 
pressure by 
     • demanding special treatment 
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     • being overly confident in their own abilities 
     • asserting their belief that they are destined for greatness 

Mischievous people use their cunning and charm to get what they want. Under pressure, they 
     • take risks and deliberately bend or break the rules 
     • act impulsively 
     • use their charm to manipulate others

Colorful people need to be the life of the party, and usually are, but they can also be self-absorbed and 
obnoxious. They tend to• speak out of turn, and expect others to appreciate their performances 
     • get distracted easily 
     • grab the spotlight with dramatic displays 

Imaginative people are bright and strikingly original.  They tend to get caught up in outside-the-box 
thinking, even when the situation doesn’t call for it. They deal with pressure at work by 
     • getting absorbed in novel but often strange approaches to problems 
     • asserting that they have a unique vision that others don’t share 
     • becoming easily bored and overconfident in their ability to solve problems creatively

3. Moving Toward Cluster - The third cluster of HDS scales describes the behavior of people who move 
toward others, managing their insecurities by ingratiating others and building alliances. This behavior is 
characterized by two HDS scales.

Diligent – Meticulous and perfectionistic, Diligent people find it difficult to prioritize or delegate tasks. They 
react to stress by 
     • demanding unrealistically high standards for themselves and others 
     • obsessing over work details and quality  
     • becoming inflexible about schedules, rules, and procedures 

Dutiful people are agreeable and rise easily in organizations, but they are so eager to please their bosses 
that they throw subordinates under the bus. Under stress, they 
     • have trouble making decisions or acting independently 
     • tell their superiors whatever they think their superiors want to hear 
     • support the boss regardless of their own true opinions
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We invited about 700 current heads of schools from sixteen states in the South to participate in the study (some 
were retiring when they took the assessments).  Over 200 completed the HDS. 

The mean scores in the chart below suggest the “average” results for school heads as a group. These scores 
do not convey the variability or diversity of individual participants.  Larger sample sizes tend to regress to the 
mean. Thus, it would be very unusual for a group to exhibit scores in the 80th or 90th percentile.  Also, it is 
important to note that the assessment data represents general trends within sample study groups and is not 
tied to actual on-the-job performance.

ABOUT THE RESULTS
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HDS RESULTS SUMMARY
In all scales, the heads’ average scores are above the global norm. The lowest scale for heads is Skeptical, 
with an average score of 50.86.  On four scales, heads averaged above the 60th percentile: Leisurely (66), 
Reserved (63), Colorful (61), and Dutiful (61). Interestingly, the highest scores appear in all three HDS clusters, 
suggesting that as a group, heads are no more likely to Move Away, Move Against, or Move Toward. This 
observation is supported as well by the similarity of each cluster’s averaged scores: the Moving Away average 
is 59, the Moving Against average is 57, and the Moving Toward average is 57.

Comparing heads of schools’ scores to the Global Norm is interesting. We found even better insight when we 
compared their scores to those of corporate leaders.
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HDS RESULTS SUMMARY CONTINUED
In four of the five Moving Away scales, school heads score higher than corporate leaders.  The only scale 
where corporate leaders come out higher is Skeptical—which speaks to political savviness.  This data suggests 
that corporate leaders are less likely to shade away from stress and pressure than their independent school 
colleagues—and they also seem less likely to be blind-sided by people trying to take advantage of them.

In the Moving Against cluster, corporate leaders score higher on two of the four scales, Bold and Mischievous.  
The two groups score similarly on Colorful and Imaginative.  In general, heads of schools seem no more likely 
than corporate leaders to use charm and force of personality to gain back a measure of control when they feel 
its loss.

An interesting observation in the Moving Against cluster is that corporate leaders’ highest scale overall is 
Mischievous. For heads of schools, Mischievous ranks eighth of the eleven scales.  One can imagine how issues 
might arise in head/trustee relationships when one person is willing to bend the rules and take risks and the 
other insists on following the standard playbook.

On the Moving Toward scales, corporate leaders score much lower than heads.  The heads’ scores in these 
two scales (Diligent and Dutiful) come out about in the middle of their range of eleven scales.  The scores for 
corporate leaders are by far their lowest.  Under stress, corporate leaders seem very unlikely to move toward.  
As a group, they tend toward immediate action and may be frustrated by heads who want to take time to let 
things play out.

In the coming weeks we will shift our focus to demographic data and individual interviews.  Our next report 
will provide insight into the Hogan Development Survey and the study’s results based on the robust dataset 
provided by over 200 heads of schools, whom we can’t thank enough.  As in Phase I, we will try to answer some 
specific questions in our reports, such as: 

     •In what ways do male and female heads response to stress differently?

     •What are the downsides of charismatic leadership and how might it relate to age?

     •What HDS behaviors might predict the level of complexity a person is capable of handling?

     •What is the risk of having low scores on the HDS?

     •How is adjustment on the HPI like a volume button for the HDS?

We hope you all will find this information as interesting as we have.  Most importantly, we hope it will help you 
better understand yourself and those around you.

https://southernteachers.com/leadership-study-phase-1

